DRONE BUILDING SURVEYS

Why Drone Roof Surveys?

+ A Safer Alternative
+ A Cheaper Alternative
+ A Smarter Alternative

When do I need a Drone Roof Survey?

Do you have a difficult or unsafe to access roof?
Are you concerned about a fragile roof deck?
Is expensive scaffolding / access equipment needed?
If the answer is yes to any of those questions....
Speak to RAM Consultancy!

Utilising RAM Consultancy’s remotely controlled drone means we can provide our clients with UHD, 4K, video and photographic survey footage of their buildings and roofs that would otherwise be difficult to inspect.

We can film all of our Drone Building Surveys in 4K offering extremely high definition video that can be paused to give excellent views of the building’s structure and insight into condition.

A Drone Survey is especially useful in the UK where access is difficult or, for example, where a fragile roof deck exists. A Drone Roof survey may be used prior to Roof Leak Detection.

To carry out a Drone Survey there is no requirement to scaffold a building or hire a cherry picker to carry out your roof survey or building structure survey.

All Drone Surveys include unlimited access to the UHD footage of your site, and can also include an expert Condition Report conducted by one of our RAM Consultants.

- Inspect unsafe and difficult to access roofs with ease
- Save £££’s on scaffolding and access equipment
- Quick, efficient and high quality service
- Ultra HD footage allows for close up visual inspection

FULLY INSURED  FULLY QUALIFIED  4K / UHD FOOTAGE  EXPERT REPORTS
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